and Nelson (1987) . 
Even when the estimator~(n) is based on n dependent simulation runs, typically a central limit theo- We perform k dependent replications yielding outputs 
i=l where we make explicit the dependence of WC1 on the distribution G and the index set LW where G applies.
The dependence of WCI on k is not shown explicitly, but is implicit through G. 
The next result follows easily from Lemma 3 of Lehmann (1966 Ci=~di,j(l~) for i= 1,...,9, The CE technique appears to be the most effective of the individual VRTS, followed by LHS and CV. The AV technique was of little benefit, so LHS was investigated more thoroughly as the correlationinduction technique of choice. With the exception of~Av, as expected from the results of Section 4, CE+LH is the best of the six estima~ors considered here. (No asymptotic comparison of 6AV against the other estimators seems possible in general. ) Thus we chose to include results for several sample sizes for @cE+LH. Observe the large improvement that the integrated variance reduction strategies yield over the individual VRTS.
CONCLUSIONS
AND RECOMl'vlENDA-TIONS Both our theoretical and experimental results strongly suggest that integrated variance reduction strategies have the potential to be highly effective in a large class of simulation experiments. Although our development is limited to finite-horizon simulations with a fixed-dimensional vector of rando)m-number inputs, we believe that much of this development can ultimately be extended to infinite-horizon simulations with an infinite-dimensional vector of randomnumber inputs.
In light of the demonstrated effectiveness of the joint application of Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) and the method of conditional expectations (CE), we believe that particular emphasis should be given to this combined variance reduction strategy in future research. Currently the key properties of LHS are limited to the case of a bounded simulation response; these properties should be extended to handle an unbounded simulation response. Moreover aa mentioned in the previous paragraph, a versicm of LHS should be developed for infinite-dimensional randomnumber inputs.
Finally, we observe that all of the results presented in this paper are limited to independent replications of a univariate simulation response. These results should be extended to multiresponse simulations. In addition, the combined variance reduction strategies should be adapted to responses generated within a single replication of a simulation model in steadystate operation-that is, covariauce-stationary simulation output processes.
We believe that our development provides a frame-work for effective application of combined variance reduction strategies in many contexts. Beyond the theoretical comparisons of the asymptotic efficiencies of the various combined strategies, our experinlental results for moderately complex stochastic activity networks provide substantial evidence of the practical value of using this approach to improving the efficiency of large-scale simulations.
